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28th Anniversary 2008 RAKKASAH Festival
RAKS A’ DIVA’S first major
performance as a troupe with new
members was at the 2008 Rakkasah
Festival. Tensions and emotions were
high as the troupe wanted to perform
well. It would also give us a good idea
where we were in our technique and
choreography as we gear up for The
Belly Dancer of the Year Pageant. Of
course there were a few “boo boo’s”,
but many more “way to go’s”, so all in all I’d say it was a success.
After our performance the troupe explored the many vendors and
watched the other dancers perform. That was wonderful, and I was happy to
watch the very anticipated Jim Boz who was VERY entertaining. The one major
disappointment was the use of nonarabic music. I thought I would kill myself
if I heard one more dancer use Shakira
(I heard her song 4 times). I even heard
“Oye Como Va” from Santana, and “In
A Godda Da Vida” from Iron Butterfly of
all things! Don’t get me wrong, there is a
time and place for alternative music and
it can be a lot of fun, but when I go to
these festivals I long to hear the music
that is out there for the belly dance
community. Rafiqua ~
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The Arrival of Baby Alyssa
Both Mom (Alena) and baby are doing
fine. What a beautiful child. She takes after her
Mother who is also beautiful.
“So last update is that we are both doing
fine, Alyssa is growing and I am recovering. We
are already going for a small stroll walks outside,
taking advantage of wonderful California spring
weather, so if everything goes well, I hope I could
dance soon, because I’m sure missing you guys
and I miss dancing with you.”

Lessons, Dancer Supplies
Professional Entertainers
1235 Boulevard Way
Walnut Creek, CA 94595
925.937.7852
www.bellydc.com
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Letter to the Troupe
by Zamon
Troupe is time consuming enough but throw in a competition and the heads spin!
Belly Dancing has a season just like any other sport and ours start with festivals and
competitions. There are many different types and at many different places.
With every new season a troupe usually will learn completely new routines, and
sometimes which could be anywhere from three to four routines. You pull from all
your brain cells and even have choreographies made for you. You can also add new
people which is a hard thing in it’s own right. You are learning new things all the time. New routines and how new
personalities work together.
In belly dancing your troupe becomes your other family. Sometimes you see them more than you see you
own family and during competition mode it is even more intense.
You will go anywhere to find a space large enough to practice the amazing routines that are unfolding
before your eyes. Sometimes you don’t think you are going to end up with anything and then it is like the light
bulb goes off in your head and something fits together perfectly.
Everyone participates as I always say there is no “I” in “Troupe”. Just because there are Co-directors
does not mean they are the creators. Everyone has input, no one is not creating this routine it is a TROUPE
ROUTINE which means everyone participates.
Practicing is a key issue. You are still learning about all the dancers. We would normally practice two
hours a week. With competition, it steps up to four to six hours a week especially the closer you get. This is the
first year that I have had numerous competitions so close, May, June and couple in between and another big one
in September.
continued on page 3

DID YOU KNOW?

RAKS your socks off
TIPS & TRICKS

by Shakila

by Leea Aziz
Preparing for a Competition
When watching a competition, how long would it take you to
determine if the dancer might place? The usual response by students
when asked this question is 3 to 5 minutes.
Soooooo, picture this. The dancer enters a large stage with
arms at hip level, i.e., droopy, eyes looking at the floor and walking
with hesitation. The next dancer enters the stage with arms firmly in
place, eyes towards the audience and walking with assurance. The
first impression, whatever you are doing, is all important.
My response to the question of how long to note if the dancer
might place? The time it takes the dancer to get to center stage
or dancers to get to their spots. Then you watch the rest of the
performance to determine where the participant(s) might place.
continued on page 3
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Did you know Raqs Sharqi
(Eastern or Oriental Dance) is the
oldest dance in the world? All parts
of the body are involved in the
dance, with the main emphasis on
the hip area. The music is an integral
part of the dance, as the dancer’s
goal is to visually communicate the
emotion and rhythm of the music
to the audience. An accomplished
Raqs Sharqi dancer can internalize
and express the emotions evoked by
the lyrics and the music.
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Letter to the Troupe continued

Costuming is another key issue. You need to get that ASAP. Costumes come from other countries and
can take months to get and then you have to have them altered which can take a couple of months. We always
try to keep the cost as low as we can, you don’t have to spend thousands of dollars. You can always add to what
you have.
As individuals in a troupe your responsibility is for yourself! You join a troupe to dance with other women.
Everyone is responsible to learn the routines, practice the routines, if you miss something get together with
someone else to learn what you missed.
All in all troupe is a fantastic source of energy. Which makes it very difficult to go to sleep right after practice by
the way. It’s extremely rewarding even if you do not win. The old saying winning isn’t everything is really true.
Look at all the new sisters you’ve acquired.

Zamon

Preparing for a Competition - continued from page 2
Fill the stage with your personality and this does not
mean to run from one side of the stage to the other,
but to command the whole stage. Also, if you cannot
see the audience, because of the lighting, then see
them anyway, through your attitude. Connect with the
audience and entertain them.
What happens if part way into the performance
something goes wrong. If the problem is handled in
a professional manner it could even be beneficial. A
troupe entered a competition and while doing a sword
routine the point dancer had her sword go off balance
twice. She quietly laid down her sword and finished the
number without a sword. Judges commented on the
professionalism of the troupe.
First impression, entertainment value and
professionalism are what differentiate the technically
good dancer or dancers from the winning dancers.

Iman performs for a
huge crowd at
El Morocco
There
were
about 140 people at El
Morocco. The restaurant
was packed with several
birthday parties, and a
huge 25th anniversary
group. It was more
crowded than Student
Night so you couldn’t
move around a lot.
They served the meal
right as Iman started
her performance -- “you
could literally hear the
munching over my zills.
Just clinking forks and
munching. I went to go
get people up to dance
(most still eating) and got
so many refusals, that I about hugged this sweet 65
year old lady who jumped right up. Anyway, it went
just fine.” ~Iman
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Interview with a Dancer
by Rafiqua
Sitting in a cushy chair at Moonstruck Chocolates in Walnut Creek I had a chance to chat
with Iman. Guess what song was softly playing in the background as we sipped on our
lovely coffee drinks? “Unforgettable” by Nat King Cole! How appropriate for my interview.
If you ever have a chance to spend time with Iman either dancing or just chatting, you will
find her unforgettable too.
Belly Buzz: My personal view of you is that you have to
be one of the most patient and nice people I have ever met. After all you have
to get a whole group of women to agree on everything from choreography to
costuming. How do you see yourself? Iman: As you get older you get a lot
wiser. I use to push my own point of view a lot harder but I have found each
individual has there own unique capabilities and I get more out of life and
people if I try to tap into those capabilities. if you are able to see each
individual’s talent you get much more out of them and the results are increased.
BB: How long have you been dancing? I: Four and a half years. BB: Wow that
is incredible! I: I kind of fell into it kicking and screaming. (laugh) BB: Did
someone tell you about belly dancing? I: No, my Father died and I went
through a very bad depression. I had never experienced those feelings before
so it was a very scary time of my life. I knew I needed help. This was about six
months after he died, I had felt like I had fallen into a black hole. I had went to
see a medical MD who was also an Ayurvedic practitioner, that is Indian
medicine. I knew if I went to a conventional doctor he would put me on
prescription medication and I didn’t want to do that. So I went to see this lady
MD who spent an hour with me. At the end of my visit she told me that I hold
all of my energy in my body and that I wasn’t letting any of the negative energy
out and that it was going to make me very ill. So I asked her what do I do? She
gave me all sorts of eating recommendations but most importantly she said
that I had to start moving this negative energy out. I asked her how do I do
that? She said I had to start dancing. I was like “OK........so like Jazz....Ballet?”
BB: (laugh) Did that make you think, ok so I’m sitting here talking to a quack?
I: Well my jaw dropped when she said no, I had to start belly dancing. I said
“WHAT?!!!” She said I had to move my Chakra that holds my energy which
was located in the mid section. (laugh) I’m from a little town in Kansas, I had
never, ever even wore a two piece bathing suit in my whole life. I grew up very
conservatively and this women is telling me that I had to start belly dancing. I
was stunned!!!! So I followed her eating advice. A few months after that I was
in Boulder Colorado and thought I needed a second opinion so I went to a
Naturopathic physician and during my visit he said you know you have to
move that negative energy out, so I recommend that you start dancing. I asked
him what type of dance was he recommending? He said that I should start
belly dancing because it is the only thing that will move this energy out. I was
like Uughhhhhhh!!!! I couldn’t believe it. So when I got back home I saw
something about the studio. And I remember thinking this was too much of a
coincidence and that I had to go. I remember going to my first class, and even
continued on page 5
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just opening the door
was hard for me. It was
hard to walk inside
because my mind was
saying “No!” that I
shouldn’t be there. But
I found as I came to
classes as horrifically
stressful things would
be at work, when I was
in class all of that
stress would go. It
became a stress relief.
Then I started to NEED
to dance to relieve and
manage
stress.
It
turned from a medical
therapy into mental therapy if you will. I think it saved
me. BB: Wow! You were obviously married. What did
your husband think about this diagnosis that you
received from two doctors. I: (laugh) He just shook his
head. He is from a conservative small town too. He
still is dumbfounded that I dance, I mean he likes it but
he just doesn’t quite understand it. My kids love it. I
have two boys and they think it’s great. They think it’s
the coolest thing, and their girlfriends think it’s cool. I’m
the cool Mom. BB: That’s what every Mom wants to be
is the cool Mom. So you grew up in Kansas. Did you
go to college in Kansas? I: I went to school in
Minnesota. BB: What did you study? I: I have my BA in
History and my MBA in Business. BB: Speaking of
business, what is
your “business”? I:
For the last twenty
years I have been
creating consumer
products. I create
and
market
products
that
people want to buy.
BB: So is that what
you learned in
college, marketing?
I: No you know it’s
interesting you go
to school, you start
on a certain path
and things change
up. You can either

take the opportunity that comes in front of you and
grow or you can kind of get stuck. I was lucky that a
couple of unique opportunities came my way. I kind of
tripped into what I was doing. BB: Kind of like belly
dancing? I: That is a good point. I think that the only
way you grow is that you put opportunities in front of
you that you never in a million years thought you
would try, but when you try them you always get better.
BB: My theory is no guts no glory. I: Totally. Absolutely.
BB: So I want to brag about you a little bit. I: (laugh)
BB: I happen to know that you have a very interesting
career and that you are very humble about it and do
not really like to
talk about it. But I
think it’s cool, and
I know everyone in
RAKS A’ DIVA
think it’s cool, so
could you expand
a little bit and tell
us where your
employment has
taken you? Some
of your travels? I:
Sure. I’m in charge
of marketing for a
half a billion dollar
company. We sell
products in eight
different countries.
I’ve
negotiated
deals in Japan with all men and actually drank them
under the table. (laugh) BB: (laugh) That’s because
they’re little. (laugh) I: It actually is a very funny story.
BB: OK, I want a least one of your funny stories. So go
on and then you can tell me one. I: When your traveling
as a women executive into a male culture it can be
extremely difficult and you have to develop all of your
senses so that you can understand everything that is
going on even though you do not understand the
language so you can push forward with what ever you
are advocating. It’s intense. With out a doubt the best
place to be a women and to be who you are is this
country. I don’t think any of us fully appreciate this until
we go elsewhere. BB: What other countries have you
been to? I: Let’s see, I have been to Japan several
times, I’ve been to Korea, Israel, probably all of the
European countries. I’ve been to Vietnam, Croatia,
that was amazing. BB: I know you have some
continued on page 6
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absolutely hilarious stories about your travels. Which
story would you like to share? (laugh) I: I had to spend
a week with some Israeli engineers working on a
project. The very last day I was there they said I had to
see their country so they hired a guide. So this guide
picks me up and we go driving to see the Old City in
Jerusalem. It was the day Arafat was allowed back
into Jerusalem for the first time in 14 years so there
was a lot of tension and AK47’s and all that stuff. After
that we leave the city and we are driving on this
highway to go see the Dead Sea and as we are driving
I look down into this sandy ravine. As I looked I see
these tents. I said to my guide “Are those bedouin
tents?” (Bedouins are an ancient nomadic culture) It
was blowing my mind the contrast since I was just in
Tel Aviv a large city and then a few miles away I see
Bedouin tents. So my guide says “Oh, we will go check
these!” So he pulls the car over and goes trotting down
this ravine and disappears. He came back and started
waving at me to come down in the ravine. In my mind
I was saying “your from Kansas what are you doing?”
BB: (laugh) Toto we are not in Kansas anymore? I:
(laugh) We are NOT in Kansas. So I go trotting down
the ravine and I see
about six big tents
that are lined up,
but
there
was
nobody around. No
animals, no people,
it was kind of odd.
So
my
guide
motions me to this
tent and opens it for
me. Keep in mind it
is
brilliant
light
outside and I’m
going into a dark,
dark,
dark
tent
where your eyes
have to adjust. So
when the flaps to
this tent are opened
up the first thing that
hits me is the smell
of goat! I mean goat
and
camel
as
intensely as strong
as you can imagine.
So I go into the goat

tent and my eyes
are adjusting, and I
see my guide is
sitting on a big pile
of rugs. He taps
next to him for me to
sit, and my eyes are
still trying to adjust
when I see these
three guys sitting
across from where
we are sitting. They
were sipping on
these little cups of
coffee. The first
thing I noticed is
that these guys
were as old as sin.
They looked like
they were 80, 72,
and 65. Wrinkles
like you have never
seen wrinkles. The
second
thing
I
noticed is that they had no shoes on. The soles of their
feet were like 4 or 5 inches thick, kind of like the foot of
a camel. They had worked so many calluses into their
feet that they added about 4 to 5 inches to their height.
So I’m looking at these really old guys with these really
huge feet, the smell of goat and I’m looking around
and I’m just fascinated. Then I noticed a battery in the
corner with a tiny TV on top. So I’m looking around
taking it all in, trying to wrap my mind around the fact
that a few days earlier I was flying around in a Jet and
now I’m sitting in a Bedouin tent. So I hear the word
American, so I know they were talking about me. I look
and I noticed that the three really old men were looking
at me intensely. It made me feel a little uneasy but I
thought hey no problem I can take them he’s 80, he’s
72, and he’s 65 they are older than sin so it was no big
deal. I wasn’t worried about it at all. Well one guy
starts carrying on speaking in his dialect “ha haba ha
ahbabahah .....” and he takes his hands and he makes
a motion of the number 15. My guide looks at him and
kind of waves him off. The second guys motions his
hands like the number twenty five. The third guy who
is the one I think is around 65, gets up on his giant
platform feet and starts pacing back and forth and he’s
staring at me. I’m thinking OK this is getting a little
continued on page 7
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weird. So he’s pacing back and forth and back and
forth and finally points his finger at my guide and says
“ha hababab ha haba HA!” And my guide claps his
hands together and he says “Ha!” and he turns to me
and says “He just offered a camel for you.” You were
just getting goats before, but he has just offered a
camel for you. This is very good!” I said “What do you
mean?” He said “This man said he would pay a camel
for you to be his wife.” BB: Did the fear factor at that
moment crawl into your body? I: No, not yet. I thought
it was a little weird. But then I said “This is impossible
because these men are older than sin.” Then my
Guide said “ No, no, no, he is 35, he is 30 and he is 28
years old.” So the guy I thought was 65 was 28 years
old. At that point I was like “I’m out a here!” So I
immediately got up and got out of the tent. The guy
that offered a camel starts carrying on. My guide said
to me “You don’t want to offend these people.” So now
I’m scared, and my guide said to me that I had to go
ride this mans camel. He goes to fetch his camel
where all the goats, camels, women and children are
doing all of the work while they were sitting around
drinking coffee or tea. So I had to ride this man’s
camel. BB: OK, so what did he want you to ride his
camel for? I: To bring it fertility. Somehow my camel
riding was going to do it for him. BB: (laugh) So it was
a crotch blessing? (laugh) Was there a moment that
you had a thought that something really bad could
happen to you and you might not be able to get away?
I: Yes. When I found out how old they were it was

instant
terror
and the fight or
flight response
kicked in and I
thought I have
to get out of
here NOW! BB:
You never know
they could have
done something
to your guide
a
n
d
then.........well
let’s just say I
don’t think belly
dancing would
have been in
your future. I:
No but I would
have had big
feet
though!
(laugh) BB: Oh
my
goodness
(laugh) I: That
was
an
adventure! BB: I know you have had many adventures.
Now you recently have acquired your professional
status as a dancer. What was that like, your debut as
a professional dancer? I: First of all it is amazing to
have the support of your family and friends in the
studio when you do that. It was exhilarating and
terrifying all at the same time. But when you work
really hard, and you have all of your friends there to
support you, it becomes one of the most memorable
things that you could possibly imagine in your life. I’ve
given speeches in front of 20,000 people, I have given
TV interviews, and have done things that could be
considered stressful to some people. Let me just say
there is nothing that could compare to dancing in front
of people because it is the most vulnerable thing you
could imagine doing, because you are having to
express yourself through dance and entertain and do
a very good job without using your words or anything
else. You just have to be there in the moment. Wow
that is tough, it is really tough. BB: I was there the
night of your debut. I will never forget as you were
performing, the SWARM of women that surrounded
you, covering you with bills so much so that you
couldn’t even dance. I remember saying to you “Are
continued on page 10
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The Dance for Thought Benefit
RAKS A’ DIVA is very proud of Neda for putting on a wonderful benefit for a great cause.
Here are a few of her thoughts on Dance for Thought.

Inspiration for the event ~

-Seniors at my school, Las Lomas High School in Walnut Creek, must complete a senior project in order to
graduate. This is a time consuming and rigorous task consisting of a research paper, mentored project taking
at least 10 hours, and a 20 minute oral presentation. I chose to do a dance show because I am very involved in
community service and charity, and I wanted to take my project to the next level. I could have easily taken 10
hours of dance classes and met my requirement, but I wanted to do something more. Dance for Thought (the
name of the show) was really a dream come true. It was a huge load to take on, but the cause is very important
to me. I am a first generation Afghan. I fully believe that everyone should strive to give back to their community,
but with this project I could reach out to people on the other side of the world.

The name of the organization involved ~

-I worked through Trust in Education (trustineducation.org) to get the money to Afghanistan. I got in touch with
Shane O’Brien, and the head of the organization is Budd McKenzie. I’ll forward the organization’s newsletter
to you. They do all kinds of work and the newsletters lays it out nicely. My contribution will go strictly to the
education of children and women.

What I learned ~

-I learned that my fellow dancers are an amazing, easygoing, and versatile group. Even during the disaster of
not being able to get into the restaurant, some troupe members offered to dance in the parking lot. I mean, really.
You ladies were amazing to work with. I was excited to have several
levels of dancers doing lots of different things.

Final outcome of the project ~

-We ended up raising about 1400 dollars! I also had lots of hummus
and soda left over, which was fun. the project was definitely a HUGE
headache, but well worth it in the end.

Future plans ~

-I will be attending college in Southern California this fall, most likely
UC San Diego. I intend to continue belly dancing (of course!).

People involved in the project ~

-My family helped me out soooo much with setting up and cleaning
up. I had some friends come, and a few were more than happy to
volunteer their time to come early and help as well. Leea was an
unbelievable help (obviously) throughout the entire project. Evangeline took some time to get together with me
to work on our duet. It was really great to have the troupe perform, to really show the diversity within belly dance.
I was lucky to have Ed, the photographer, and Nick, the announcer be there as well. Fidel let me use El Morocco
for free! I am forever in his debt.

Final thoughts ~

-This was the first time my family and friends have
seen me dance, so that was really nerve-wracking for
me but they all enjoyed the show.
8
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you trying to dance?” (laugh) It almost reminded me of
a wedding bride, and all the people just wanting to
express their happiness to her. I: I will probably for all
my life remember every part of that night. It was a
feeling of being utterly overwhelmed by the amount of
affection and love that we in this community share for
one another. That was amazing. An absolutely
extraordinary thing. BB: It says something about what
we are involved in. I: I think this dance form inspires
you to be courageous, independent, and get out of
your paradigm and try to do stuff that makes you very
vulnerable. It is almost
spiritual, puts you on a
higher plain. BB: So you
have been dancing for
about 4 1/2 years. Did
you start with RAKS A
DIVA from the ground up?
I: Yes after my first 1 1/2
years of emotional turmoil
at the studio we started
the troupe. There was
Malika, Zamon, Ronnie,
Alena, Shirin, Isadorah
and myself. BB: What is
your title or position in
RAKS A” DIVA? I: I’m codirector. BB: Are you more
responsible
for
choreography or is that
just the way it’s working
out? I: Zamon and I try to
brain storm ideas on what
would be best for the
troupe, what moves to try,
go
through
different
music,
it’s
a
very
collaborated thing. As far
as the choreography goes
the troupe was willing to allow me to try a few things
and I considered it an extraordinary gift from them.
BB: You’re very talented as a choreographer. I really
like the way you interpret music, you really handle it
well. I: Why thank you. BB: What is your very favorite
thing about being in a troupe? I: I would have to say it
is the people. You all are extraordinary women, each
and every one of you. Everyone is a beautiful person.
I love that. BB: Well sometimes we are not that
beautiful. Sometimes we are fighting like sisters. I:

There are always growing pains as each person is
learning each others uniqueness. My point of view is I
would like to see this troupe continue to grow. Adding
new people each year. BB: We as a troupe with new
members recently performed at Rakkasah. How do
you think we did? I: I think we did great! BB: You did?
(laugh) I: My favorite moment is when we were all
standing back stage, everyone is as intense as
possible and we are putting out our sword stands. No
one in the audience can see us, when one of the
sword stands flops over and makes this horrific noise
throughout the whole
expo. Shirin goes out and
puts it back up and when
she comes back off stage
she is laughing because
she thinks it’s funny. I was
laughing too because I
think it was funny, when I
look across to look at
Zamon,
Shakila
and
Rafiqua with an absolute
look of horror and furry!
And it was so funny! It
was the funniest thing to
see the look on their
faces! (laugh) But actually
I think for our first major
performance we did great.
BB: (laugh) I have to say
in all honesty that I wasn’t
furious. But you know
what bothered me more
than it falling over, was
that it was crooked.
(laugh) I was happy about
our performance. I: We
really do our best when
we remind ourselves that
we are trying to have fun first and foremost, that we
are there to entertain and have fun. When we get too
serious and want to win, we do not do so well. BB:
When you compete, are you trying to entertain the
crowd or are you trying to perform for the judges? I:
We have done it both ways. We have done better
when we try to entertain the crowd. In the end the
judges want to be entertained. Good technique, lots of
energy and to entertain I think is what they are looking
for. But at the end of the day, what ever we do is going
continued on page 11
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to be OK. BB: Where do you see RAKS A’ DIVA in the
future? I: I see it as an evergreen, whether I’m involved
or not. I feel that everyone who really wants to work
hard and would like to participate should have the
opportunity to be involved with a troupe. BB: Frankly I
could not imagine RAKS A” DIVA without Iman. You
are a very important spoke of the wheel. I think you
balance us I: Maybe I can connect people. Maybe that
is my part, but everyone plays an important part. I
miss the people that have left, they all added
something. But I love the new people too. That is the
thing about growing, your always adding and
subtracting. You always look at the positive. My Mom
taught me something very important. She use to say
“Always start your day with a clean slate, and live to do
the best you can do. Let things go so you can move
forward”. It was the best piece of advice that anyone
could have ever given me. BB: RAKS A DIVA has had
a number of new things happen lately. New troupe
members, a newsletter which you conceived, and a
web site that you designed. When do you make time
for all this? Do you not sleep? I: I multi-task during the
day or I get bored. BB: Our web site has had a few
interesting visitors. I: Yeah, we had a visitor from
Australia that inquired about the music we have on our
web site and had emailed us about three times. BB:
Do you see the web site venturing out? I: I would like
to start adding some video clips to it. We could add
blogging to it if we choose. There is a lot we could do.
BB: Where do you see your personal professional
dance career in the future? I: Every time I dance I am
reminded how little I know. Every time! I have so much
to learn. I guess that is a good sign. It means that I am
still trying hard. I feel that I am years away from being
good. BB: Did you want to keep this at a level of a
hobby, or are you reaching for a level like Ahava or
Tabitha. I: Personal enjoyment. BB: Have you received
any advice from any of the professionals on how to
approach your professional status? I: Tabitha has
given me a lot of advice, and Ahava has been great
too. BB: Would you categories your style as cabaret or
are you moving in an egyptian direction? I: I call it
“cababble.” I mix it up. I like to incorporate different
styles of dance and music. I like alternative music, it’s
very free to express yourself. BB: What is your favorite
prop? I: I haven’t danced enough to decide, it all
depends on the song. I feel comfortable with all of the
props. BB: What about costuming? If you could design
your ultimate costume, what would it look like? I: It

would have a lot of crystals and intense purple,
showiness with knock out sleeves. I like the skirts with
a lot of beading so you see the movements. I’m a little
conservative so I don’t want to feel vulnerable. I want
to concentrate on my dance. BB: Is there any one
performance that sticks out in your mind? I: There was
one performance where I was trying to do my solo and
there was a man stuffing bills in the back of my belt, I
was trying to dance away from him so I turn around
and there was another man with a determined look
coming at me from another direction. I don’t quite feel
comfortable with the tipping thing, It’s very awkward
for me. I have not learned yet how to graciously accept
a tip with out feeling uncomfortable. BB: Do you have
any advice for
o t h e r
dancers? I: I
would
say
don’t
stop.
When you first
start out it’s
r e a l l y
frustrating
learning
symbols and basic steps, but you get better as you
keep dancing. Try not to be so hard on yourself. Try to
find time practice. BB: One more thing, then you’re off
the hook! Tell everyone about your “party shoes”. I:
(laugh) Yes, as we sit here for this interview I am
wearing the worlds ugliest shoes but probably the
most comfortable shoes. My husband is trying to
destroy them. He has tried to throw them in the trash
at least 3 times! Isadorah is disgusted by them. I don’t
wear them when I know she is going to be where I am
because she harasses me so much. Here, try them
on! BB: I am honored to be trying on Iman’s famous
“party shoes”. Maybe if I try them on they will make me
a kinder, gentler Rafiqua, since Rafiqua is always so
uptight! Is there an emotional attachment for you with
these shoes? I: No they are just comfortable. (laugh)
You know I have to say one more thing before we
finish. The hardest thing I have ever done as a dancer
is teach for Leea for 3 classes in a row for all levels. It
has given me a great appreciation for Leea. Her
passion, her stamina, I don’t know how she does it, it
is so intense. I was so exhausted mentally and
physically. She is amazing!
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As RAKS A’ DIVA gear up for pageant, we spent some time with Sandra the costume designer at
SJE Creations in San Leandro. Here are a few pictures of our get together with Sandra which she has
kindly shared with us. As you can see we had a lot of fun!!
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Raks A’ Diva Website
by Iman
In just the last month, 75% of the people coming to our site are first time viewers. We’ve had 50
visits from new people and they are spending about 3 minutes checking out the site.
The places they are coming are the following:
•
•
•
•

25 visits from people who know our website URL
13 visits from google search for raksadiva or raks a’diva
8 visits from sanfrancisco tribe.net (spent 11 minutes on our site)
4 visits from weebly blog site

Direct Traffic
25 (51.02%)
Search Engines
14 (28.57%)
Referring Sites
10 (20.41%)
The things people are clicking on beyond the home page are:
• Events
• Calendar
• Dancers
• Photos
Now hold onto your hat --we’re international....
We had 4 visitors from Canada, 2 from China, 2 from the UK, and 2 from Sauddi Arabia....
the UK and Canadian folks spent at least 5 minutes on our site.
Thought you would get a kick out of this.
Send me more pictures and things to post on our website...good to keep this updated and fresh !!!
Iman
Name: Tony Ryan
Comments: Good on you gals.
I just finished setting up my site, so decided to click on a few other sites
recorded in the blogs. Living in Australia, I am unlikely to ever see you
dance live, but the fan dance picture is stunning. And I liked the music so
much I have bookmarked this page. What is the language of the singer?
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Upcoming Performances
MAY 2008
May 24 & 25 Bellydancer of the Year Pageant
May 31 Private Performance, San Francisco, CA
JUNE 2008
June 13 Private Performance, Walnut Creek, CA
June 21 Double Crown Belly Dance Competition

JULY 2008
July 19 Queen of the Bay
SEPTEMBER 2008
Sept 6-7 Arabesque Dancing Competition
NOVEMBER 2008
Nov 08 Carnival of Stars 2008

2008 COMPETITION SCHEDULE
Competition

Date

Soloist
entry fee

Grand Dancer
entry fee

Troupe
entry fee

Duo/Trio
entry fee

East Coast Classic - Virginia Beach, VA

May 17-18

$50

N/A

$50

N/A

Gorgeous Belly’s - The Dallas, OR

3rd week in May

$50

N/A

$40

$30

Belly Dancer of the Year - San Ramon, CA
www.bellydc.com

May 24-25

Belly Dancer USA - OR
www.bellydancerusa.com

June 14-15

$40

$30

$35 first member, $10 each
additional

$40 Duet
(no Trio)

West Coast Regional Double Crown - Santa Cruz, CA
www.bellydanceodyssey.com

June 20-21

$60

N/A

$125 (3 or more)

N/A

Personal Best Competition

July

$30

$30

$15

N/A

Sept 6-7

$60

N/A

$150

N/A

Fall 08

$60

N/A

$125

N/A

Queen of the Bay -San Francisco, CA
www.queenofthebay.com
Arabesque Dancing Competition
San Diego, CA

July

www.arabesquebellydancingcompetition.com

2008 Double Crown - OR
www.zainahart.com

RAKS TO DO LIST

SURVIVAL TIPS

PRACTICE SCHEDULE

• Call if your going to miss practice.
• Steps will be broken down at troupe
rehearsal. If you have trouble with a
specific move ask Leea to go over in
class with you.
• If you miss a practice, contact another troupe member to go over what
you missed.
• Commit to ALL rehearsals in April
& May, or you may not be able to
perform.

• Share your ideas & listen to others.
• Be flexible

• Practice is every Wednesday
• Saturdays based on competition
schedule
7:00 pm - 9:00 pm

14

BOOKING INFO
Would you like to book RAKS A’ DIVA
for your next event?
tel: 925.937.7852 or
email: bellydc@sbcglobal.net
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